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SUMMARY 
The present investigation includes the design and tests of a 
transonic inlet rotor in which emphasis was placed on increasing the 
design specific weight flow (SWF) while maintaining reasonably high 
pressure ratio and efficiency. The design air SWF was 37.5 lb/sec/sq ft 
frontal area. The rotor has a 12-inch tip diameter and an inlet hub-tip 
ratio of 0.35 and was designed for no inlet guide vanes. The mass-
weighted design pressure ratio is 1.293; the design tip speed is 
972 ft/sec; and the design inlet axial Mach number is 0.628. This paper 
presents the overall performance as obtained from detailed surveys taken 
downstream of the rotor which was tested in Freon. 
At design speed a peak efficiency of 0.92 was obtained at an SWF of 
35.5 Ib/sec/sq ft and a mass-weighted pressure ratio of 1.28. At design 
SWF (37. 5 1b/sec/sq ft) the efficiency was about 0.87 and the pressure 
ratio was 1.23 compared with 1.263} whi ch is approximately the Freon 
pressure ratio corresponding to the air design value of 1.293. Peak 
efficiency gradually decreased from 0 .92 at design speed to 0.85 at 
121 percent design where SWF was 38.0 Ib/sec/sq ft and the mass-weighted 
pressure ratio was 1.425. The maximum SWF obtained at 121 percent of 
design speed was 40.0 Ib/sec/sq ft which corresponds to an inlet axial 
Mach number of slightly over 0.70 and about 92 percent of the theoretical 
maximum flow capacity at a hub-tip ratio of 0.35. 
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INTRODUCTION 
For high-speed flight) it is desirable to keep the turbojet-engine 
frontal area to a minimum. Since engine thrust is proportional to the 
'I"eight flow passing through the engine) high-thrust engines will require 
that the maximum flow possible be crammed through an engine of given 
diameter. The flow-handling capacity of the compressor has been one of 
the limiting factors in the development of high-thrust engines. Then 
too) since it is desirable to maintain a high engine thrust-weight ratio) 
multistage axial-flow compressors should be designed for the highest 
practical values of stage pressure ratio and weight flow per square foot 
of frontal area (specific weight flow) SWF) because these parameters 
directly affect compressor size and weight. Specific weight flow can be 
increased by either decreasing the hub-tip ratio or increasing the inlet 
axial velocity) or both. It has already been shown that efficient 
performance is possible for high-pressure-ratio stages in which the blade 
sections are operating at transonic relative inlet Mach numbers . (See 
refs. 1) 2) and 3.) It has also been shown that efficient transonic 
rotors at hub-tip ratios as low as 0.4 with a specific weight flow of 
34.9 Ib/sec/sq ft frontal area can be designed (ref. 3). 
The present investigation includes the design and tests of a tran-
sonic inlet rotor in which emphasis was placed on increasing the level 
of design specific weight flow while maintaining a reasonably high 
pressure ratio and efficiency. The design air SWF without correction 
for boundary-layer blockage in the inlet was 37.5 Ib/sec/sq ft frontal 
area. All design parameters were selected with the intention that the 
rotor should be capable of passing higher than design specific flows 
with reasonable efficiency. The rotor has a 12-inch tip diameter and 
an inlet hub-tip ratio of 0.35 and was designed for no inlet guide vanes. 
The mass -weighted design pressure ratio is 1.293; the design tip speed 
is 972 ft/sec; and the design inlet axial Mach number is 0.628. All 
blade-section selections were made by utilizing the low-speed cascade 
data of references 4 and 5. The blade mean-line type was varied from 
hub to tip . 
The speed of sound in Freon-12 is about 45 percent of that in air. 
Therefore) the duplication of the air Mach numbers in the Freon tests 
requires less than half the rotational speed needed in air tests. The 
blade stress levels are thus reduced sufficiently to permit quick fabri-
cation of blades from fiber glass and a polyester resin. A description 
of the rotor and blade fabrication is presented in the appendix. The 
rotor was tested in Freon-12 in a supersonic compressor test stand at 
the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. 
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SYMBOIS 
frontal area, sq ft 
camber, expressed as design lift coefficient of 
isolated airfoil 
blade chord, ft 
specific heat at constant pressure obtained by using 
average of upstream and downstream temperatures at 
each radial station 
diffusion factor, 
Mach number 
rotor speed, rpm 
static pressure, lb/sq ft 
total pressure, lb/sq ft 
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 
radius, ft 
leading-edge radius, percent chord 
trailing-edge radius, percent chord 
specific weight flow, w{8 lb/ / ft frontal area 5A ' sec sq 
blade maximum thickness, ft 
total temperature , oR 
total temperature rise, oR 
blade speed, ft/sec 
velocity, ft/sec 
weight flow, lb/sec 
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e 
p 
cr 
Subscripts : 
A 
a 
d 
F 
h 
R 
t 
T 
v 
I 
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angle between flow direction and blade chord, deg 
angle between flow direction and axial direction, deg 
ratio of inlet total pressure to NACA standard sea-level 
pressure 
effici ency based on momentum 
r atio of inlet t otal temperat ure to NACA standard 
sea-level temperature 
flow turning angle, deg 
mas s densi ty , slugs/ft3 
solidity 
blade-setting angle, angle between blade chord and 
rotor axis, deg 
air 
axial 
design 
Freon 
hub 
relative to rotor blade 
tip 
tangential 
venturi 
upstream of rotor 
downstream of rotor 
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ROTOR DESIGN 
General 
The rotor design generally consists of two phases, that is, the 
calculation of velocity diagrams from prescribed design flow and 
pressure-ratio conditions and the selection of blading to fit the 
velocity-diagram conditions. Actually, the blading performance must 
be considered in the selection of velocity diagrams to ensure good 
performance. It is consideration of blade performance which dictates 
the levels of Mach number, pressure ratiO, and inlet angle that can be 
used in the computation of the velocity diagrams. 
Figure 1 shows the variation of tip inlet Mach number relative to 
the r .otor with specific weight flow for various hub inlet angles at 
rh/rt = 0·35 \ for no-guide-vane conditions (axial inlet flow). The 
combination of low hub inlet angles as shown in figure 1 and the thick-
ness of the hub sections required for structural reasons presents a 
blade-passage choking problem, at least on a two-dimensional basis. 
Choking in the blade passage may be relieved by using higher inlet 
angles (higher rotational speed) but, as can be seen in figure 1, higher 
hub inlet angles are associated with higher tip inlet Mach numbers. 
Hence, a compromise between high inlet Mach number conditions at the 
tip and choke conditions and the resulting high blade surface Mach 
numbers at the hub section must be reached. A relative tip Mach number 
of 1.1 vas selected for this design. This value should not be construed 
to be a limiting value for efficient performance. It appeared to be a 
value which should ensure good performance on the basis of references 1, 
2, 3, and 6 . At the design specific weight flow of 37.5 Ib/sec/sq ft 
of frontal area, the resulting hub inlet angle was 26.70 at a relative 
inlet Mach number of 0.70. Some unpublished high-speed cascade tests 
at similar conditions have indicated that, on a two-dimensional basis, 
inlet relative Mach numbers as high as 0.80 should be possible. Hence, 
even on a two-dimensional basis the hub should be capable of an increase 
over the design specific weight flow of some 7 to 8 percent. The sections 
outboard of the hub section present a more open blade passage and, con-
sequently, the choking problem is much less severe and, in fact, generally 
does not exist. Therefore, ,{hen the hub section is two dimensionally 
choked the streamlines can be displaced around the hub region. Since 
the amount of this three-dimensional movement is quite small, it is 
likely that somewhat higher flows than occur when the hub section is 
choked tvo dimensionally can be obtained without seriously affecting 
the rotor discharge angles and flow distribution. 
--------~-- -- -
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Velocity Diagrams 
The design total- pressure ratio varied from 1.25 at the hub to 1 . 35 
at the tip . Moderate rather than high pressure ratios were designed for 
since the main emphasis in the des ign of this rotor was high specific 
weight flow. The radial variation in design pressure ratio was selected 
so a s to keep the Mach number and flow angle leaving the rotor hub in 
sta t or coordinates to lower values than would be possible for a constant 
pressure ratio of 1 . 293 , which is the mass -weighted design pressure ratio. 
Again, it must be emphasized that these pressure ratios are not absolute 
des i gn limits but were selected because they appeared to be in the high 
efficiency range . The use of higher design pre ssure ratios would reduce 
the loading margin available for overspeed tests as well as raise the 
sta tor inlet Mach numbers, which is less significant . 
The velocity diagrams were computed by sa tisfying t he conditions of 
1 dp vrf2 
s imple radial equilibrium p dr = -r-' The computations were made a t 
radii bounding four stream tubes of equal weight flows . This required 
s ome iterative calculation but it was found that dividing both upstream 
and downstream annuli into equal- area sections was fairly close as a 
first approximation in the iterative procedure. The inner- casing radius 
was increased to Yb/rt = 0 .45 at the rotor discharge . No boundary- layer 
allowance was added and a rotor polytropic efficiency of 0 . 90 was assumed 
for the calculation . Figure 2 presents the design velocity- diagr am data. 
Blade Selection 
The transonic compressor results to date have i ndicated that effi-
cient blade section performance at high relative inlet Mach numbers may 
be obt ained by keeping the level of blade surface Mach numbers as low as 
pos sible. This was done in reference 1 by using blades made up of the 
NACA 65- series thickness distribution and the NACA A2I8b mean line which 
moved the loading toward the rearward portion of the blade where the 
aver age velocities are less . It was also done in references 2 and 3 by 
r educing the thickness in the forward portion of the blade while at the 
same t ime reducing the blade maximum thickness. Both of these methods of 
h olding blade surface Mach numbers down appeared to be desirable. It was 
felt t hat more nearly optimum transonic blade sections could be designed 
by combining the desirable features of each . 
Thicknes s distribution.- It i s believed that transonic sections 
should be thin in the forward portion with very little surface curvature. 
As a result, surface Mach numbers would be reduced and, for inlet Mach 
numbers high enough for a supersonic region to exist on the suction 
surface, the strength of the shock emanating from the suction surface 
• 
• 
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would be reduced and the likelihood of flow separation would thus be 
reduced. Hence, the 65-percent-chord point was selected as the point 
of maximum thickness as compared with the 40-percent-chord point for 
the NACA 65-series thickness distribution commonly used in subsonic 
compressor blading. In developing a lO-percent-thick section, the 
Y-ordinate at 5-percent chord was arbitrarily fixed at 1.53 percent. 
The first 5 percent of the blade is the 7.1-percent-thick NACA 65-series 
thickness distribution which matches the fixed 5-percent-chord ordinate 
value of 1.53. From 5 percent to 65 percent of the chord, a faired 
curve was drawn to provide a smooth transition from the derived 5 per-
cent of nose region to the 65-percent point while at the same time 
attempting to keep surface curvature low. The rearward portion of the 
thickness distribution was obtained by fairing between the 65-percent 
point and a I-percent-chord trailing-edge radius, again trying to 
maintain low surface curvature. The coordinates for this thickness 
distribution, herein referred to as the Tl thickness distribution, are 
presented for lO-percent maximum thickness in table I and a comparison 
with the 65-series thickness distribution is presented in figure 3(a). 
The vertical scale has been expanded to emphasize the difference between 
the two thickness distributions. Since thin sections will have lower 
surface Mach numbers, the rotor-blade-section maximum thickness was 
reduced as much as structural considerations would allow. As a result, 
blade maximum thickness varied from 8 percent to 4 percent of the chord 
from hub to tip. The variation of leading-edge and trailing-edge radii 
with maximum thickness is indicated in figure 3(b). 
Mean-line shape.- Since the tip section has the highest inlet Mach 
numbers, the tip mean line selected was that having the greatest rearward 
shift in loading, that is, the NACA A2I8b mean line. (Mean-line designa-
tions are explained in ref. 7.) Because of the combination of low inlet 
angle and high solidity at the hub section and the need for sufficient 
hub thickness from structural considerations, the hub problem is one of 
avoiding a choked passage, at least on a two-dimensional basis. For' low-
inlet-angle high-solidity conditions the NACA AIO mean line presents a 
considerably more open passage than the NACA A2I8b mean line when 
65-series thickness distributions are used. (For example, see ref. 4.) 
When the Tl thickness distribution is used with these mean lines, the 
blade with the NACA AIO mean line still presents a considerably more 
open passage than the NACA ~I8b' However, the A6I4b and the AIO blades 
had identical minimum passage areas at design angle of attack. Hence, 
the question of which of the two blades would be the better for a tran-
sonic rotor-hub condition cannot be answered on a minimum-passage-area 
basis alone. Some unpublished high-speed cascade test results for the 
Tl(18A6I4b)08 blade at conditions similar to the hub conditions in this 
rotor indicated a fairly severe second velocity peak in the rearward 
portion of the blade where the thickened boundary layer will reduce the 
amount of diffusion that may be tolerated without flow separation. 
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Therefore, to reduce this peak it was decided to utilize the NACA A10 
mean line, which has less curvature in the rearward portion , for the 
rotor hub section. The blade sections for the intermediate three radial 
stations had a gradual change in mean- line loading from the A10 to the 
A2ISb. The middle station pf the blade had an AbI4b mean line and each 
of the other two had "mean- line shapes midway between those of the two 
adjacent radial stations. This sel ection of mean- line shape at each 
radial station should not be construed to mean that these are the optimum 
blades for that particulsr station. For example, it is not obvious that 
the AbI4b mean line selected for the middle radial station is any more 
effective than the A2ISb mean line. It was reasoned that the AbI4b could 
be used since the operating inlet Mach number level of that station was 
considerably below that of the tip, where the ~ISb blade was used. A 
linear progression of mean-line types from hub to tip was used to promote 
the likelihood of smoothly faired blades. 
Blade camber, solidity, and setting- angle selection . - All velocity 
diagrams were converted to equivalent constant axial-velocity conditions 
by maintaining all tangential components and averaging upstream and down-
stream axial velocities at each streamline . The resulting diagrams were 
used both for selection of blade camber and blade-setting angle . The 
selection of blade solidities requires a compromise between aerodynamic 
requirements at the hub and tip and blade stress limitations . As design 
solidity is decreased, camber must be increased for the same turning 
angle. At transonic i nlet relative Mach numbers of the order of 1.1, 
definite limits regarding the blade surface curvature and blade surface 
Mach numbers have not been established. Hence, all that can be stated 
is that it is desirable to keep blade surface curvature 10101 and, hence, 
solidity as high as possible in the tip region. 
For low hub-tip ratios (~/rt of the order of 0.35) the selection 
of high tip solidity and constant- chord blades will result in high hub 
solidities. For example, a value of crt = 0.75 at ~/rt = 0 . 35 will 
result in 0h = 2.14. Since the minimum passage area between blades is 
decreased with increasing solidity, high hub solidity can result in a 
two-dimensionally choked passage. Hov1ever, if hub solidity is decreased , 
then camber will increase and, although no choked passage occurs, surface 
Mach numbers become excessive because of large blade surface curvature . 
Defi nite limits have not been established regarding either hmr nearly 
choked, on a two-dimensional basis, the hub section can be or how high 
the hub camber can be before surface Mach numbers become excessive and 
poor performance resul ts. Aside from aerodynamic requirements on blade-
chord variations, any severe increase in chord with radius would result 
in h igh blade stresses. Therefore, the selection of blade solidities 
resolves itself into a compromise of stress and aerodynamic considera-
tions wi t h the limits on both not well defined. 
J 
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The increase in chord from hub to tip was arbitrarily chosen to be 
approximately 20 percent to provide a reasonably strong blade. Once the 
variation in chord from hub to tip is fixed, the selection of solidity 
at any radial station defines the solidity all along the blade. The hub 
solidity was chosen as 1.5 and as a result the tip solidity was 0.75. 
This selection was an attempt to arrive at an effective compromise 
between the aerodynamic requirements of the hub and tip and provided a 
margin of 7 to 8 percent between minimum passage area and choke flow 
area at the hub. The resulting tip camber was 0.70. 
The blade camber and blade-setting angles were determined from the 
low-speed cascade data presented in references 4 and 5. In reference 4 
it was shown that at the design angle of attack all the Clo = 1.2 mean 
lines investigated produce approximately the same turning angle and that 
the design angle of attack varies almost linearly with variation in 
mean-line loading distribution. Hence , the more extensive cascade data 
of reference 5 could be used to obtain the appropriate cambers for 
conditions at which the other mean lines were not tested. Suitable 
adjustment of angle of attack was necessary to account for the change 
in design angle of attack with variation in loading distribution. Linear 
interpolations were used to obtain all intermediate mean-line conditions. 
The results obtained in reference 1 indicated that in the transonic 
speed range the angle of attack associated with peak efficiency was some 
40 above the low-speed design angle of attack. In order to produce a 
given turning angle when operating above low-speed design angle of attack, 
it is necessary to use a lower camber than would be prescribed by the 
low-speed design charts. Therefore, both design and off-design low-speed 
cascade data were used to determine the cambers and angles of attack which 
result for blade sections operating from 2 .4 0 at the hub to 3.20 at 
the tip above their design angles of attack as indicated from low-speed 
cascade tests. 
Details of the design blading used are presented in figure 4. It 
should be noted that blade sections and angles were all determined in 
the planes indicated by the capital letters. In computing the solidity 
the mean radii between corresponding inlet and outlet radii were used. 
A photograph of the rotor is shown as figure 5. 
COMPRESSOR INSTALLATION AND TEST PROCEDURE 
Test Rig 
The compressor installation used in these tests is a closed-circuit 
rig equipped to use either Freon or air as a testing medium. A schematic 
diagram of the layout is shown in figure 6(a) . This installation i s 
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essentially the same as the one described in reference 8 except that 
the 1,OOO-hp compressor drive motor has been replaced by a 3 , OOO- hp 
induction motor which, with a gear ratio of 2.015 to 1 , makes possible 
a top rotor speed of 13,300 rpm. Since it is difficult to increase the 
flow area at the inlet to the r adial diffuser, low- hub - tip-ratio high-
flow rotors could only be tested by reducing the rotor tip diameter to 
eliminate the problem of a choked diffuser inlet. Hence, the tip diam-
eter of the test section was reduced from 16 inches to 12 inches. This 
reduction in rotor size and actual volume flow would also reduce the 
pressure loss in the system, which is important because there is no 
auxiliary boost . To reduce further the pressure loss of the system, 
one of the 60 mesh screens upstream of the venturi meter was removed. 
A schematic of the test section is indicated in figure 6(b). 
Test Procedure 
The rotor tests were made over a range of corrected tip speeds from 
81 to 121 percent ?f the design speed. At each speed the weight flo\f 
was varied from the maximum possible to the surge point by continuously 
increasing the back pressure. The settling-chamber pressure was held 
constant at approximately 20 inches of mercury absolute. 
The tests \fere conducted by using Freon-12 as a testing medium. At 
the design inlet axial Mach number of 0 .628 the Freon equivalent corrected 
tip speed corresponding to the design air value of 972 ft/sec was 
437 ft/ sec. This equivalent condition is the rotor speed in Freon at 
whi ch both inlet axial Mach number and mean radius inlet angle are the 
same as the design air values. (See ref. 9.) The Freon equivalent 
pressure ratio corresponding to the air design value of 1.293 is 1.263. 
Instrumentation and Data Reduction 
Flow conditions upstream of the rotor were obtained by measuring 
stagnation pressure and temperature in the settling chamber and using 
four inner - and outer-wall static taps circumferentially located at 900 
intervals approximately 1 .5 inches upstream of the rotor. The following 
measurements were made approximately 1.5 inches downstream of the rotor: 
(1) Total temperatures were obtained by us ing two rakes of four 
shielded chromel- alumel thermocouples spaced radially to cover the entire 
passage and located circumferentially approximately 1800 apart. Fig-
ure 7 (a) shows one of these rakes. These rakes were connected to a four-
bell rake upstream to read the temperature differential across the rotor 
at various radial stations. 
• 
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(2) Radial surveys at 13 points of total and static pressure and 
flow angle were made by using a prism probe of the type described in 
reference 10 and shown in figure 7(b) . 
(3) Wall static pressures were obtained from four inner- and outer-
wall static taps located at 900 intervals. 
The survey data in conjunction with the wall-tap and the upstream 
instrumentation readings were used to compute mass-weighted efficiency 
based on the power input obtained from momentum considerations: 
where 
This equation presumes that there is no inlet swirl; however, some 
unpublished results of a preliminary detailed survey upstream of the 
rotor indicat e that there is a small amount of swirl (of the order of 
30 ) in the direction of rotation in the extreme tip region. Because 
of the direction of the swirl, the efficiencies herein reported are 
slightly lower t han would occur if t he swirl were taken into account. 
Only momentum efficiencies are presented since the small temperature 
rises associated with testing in Freon at these pressure ratios make 
it difficult to obtain accurate temperature-measured efficiencies. 
Mass-weighted overall pressure ratio was obtained using the 
following equation: 
Weight flow was obtained by utilizing the previously mentioned 
upstream measurements. No blockage factor was included in the area 
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term of the continuity equation since the inlet contraction ratio and 
Reynolds number were in the range i n "Thich, wi thin the weight-flow-measuring 
accuracy, the flow coefficient may be considered to be unity . A prelim-
inary examination of the inlet total-pressure distribution obtained from 
single line traverses made upstream of the rotor further corroborated 
this assumption . There was some radial variation in static pressure at 
the inlet and an average of the inner - and outer-,fall tap readings was 
used. Weight flow was also computed by using the downstream survey data. 
Figure 8(a) indicates the magnitude of the difference between the upstream 
and downstream measured weight flows . Generally, t he agreement between 
Wl and W2 was within ±2~ percent . A calibrated venturi indicated in 
figure 6 was also used to compute weight flow. The variation between the 
venturi weight flow and the upstream weight flow is shown in figure 8(b). 
The venturi weight flow was generally some 2 percent greater than Wl · 
The weight flow used to present the overall performance is the weight 
flow obtained from upstream flow measurements Wl . 
DISCUSSION OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
The mass-weighted overall perfor mance of t he transonic compressor 
rotor is presented in figure 9 where adiabatic momentum efficiency ~m 
and total-pressure ratio P2/Pl are plotted against corrected Freon 
Wf {8 weight flow for each of the rotor speeds tested. The air equiv-
5 
alent corrected specific weight flows which correspond to the inlet 
axial Mach numbers obtained in Freon are also indicated. At design 
speed a peak efficiency of' 0.92 was obtained at 35. 5 lb/sec/sq ft 
frontal area and a pressure ratio of 1 . 28 . At design SWF (37.5 lb/sec/sq ft 
frontal area) the efficiency was about 0.87 and the pressure ratio was 
1.23 compared with 1.263, which is approximately the Freon pressure ratio 
corresponding to an air design value of 1 . 293. This lower than design 
pressure ratio results because (1) lower than design efficiency was 
obtained and (2) a preliminary examination of t he survey data indicates 
lower than design turning angles over an extensive portion of the hub 
region and to a lesser extent at the tip region. 
At and below the design speed t he complete high efficiency ranges 
could not be obtained because the high-flow region is limited by t he 
losses in the test loop as compared with the compressor pressure ratio 
since the test compressor supplied all the pumping action. The 2-percent 
drop in peak efficiency which occurred between design speed and 81 percent 
of design speed might be caused by a Reynolds number effect. 
• 
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Peak efficiency gradually decreased from 0.92 at design speed to 
0.84 at 121 percent design where SWF was about 38.0 Ib/sec/sq ft frontal 
area and the pressure ratio was 1.425. The maximum SWF obtained at 
121 percent of design speed was 40.0 Ib/sec/sq ft frontal area which 
corresponds to an inlet axial Mach number of slightly over 0.7 and about 
92 percent of the theoretical maximum flow capacity at a hub-tip ratio 
of 0.35. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The following overall performance results were obtained from an 
experimental investigation of a high-performance transonic axial-flow 
compressor rotor: 
1. At design speed a peak efficiency of 0.92 was obtained at 
35.5 Ib/sec/sq ft frontal area and a mass-weighted pressure ratio of 
1.28. At design specific weight flow (37.5 Ib/sec/sq ft frontal area) 
the efficiency was about 0.87 and the pressure ratio was 1.23. 
2. Peak efficiency gradually decreased from 0.92 at design speed 
to 0.84 at 121 percent design where the specific weight flow Was 
38.0 Ib/sec/sq ft frontal area and the mass-weighted pressure ratio 
was 1.425. 
3. The maximum flow obtained at 121 percent of design speed was 
40.0 Ib/sec/sq ft frontal area which corresponds to an inlet axial Mach 
number of slightly over 0 .70 and about 92 percent of the theoretical 
maximum flow capacity at a hub-tip ratio of 0.35. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., December 29, 1954. 
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1i1b.e .tfu!l.1L.ow'.i.ng mamler. A ;sheet of 0 .. 004-- incll 'W@\Vte1!l :ff:l1.~ ~~ ~ JPl~ 
fun. Eeam .lIaJif off ilhe lWld which had reen -prevaous ly ~ite! ritiD. a pa.~ 
~ JNerlj1 1i .sheet -m.f lO.OO9--.1.ndh Ulilid:iJnectional woven f:Ji1h:ter ,~~ ~ 
]5JJ.<~ QlIl <eaoo lla:ILi' -f.!'M).1!li cSlllillh 'that th.e g!!1ealt~r numbeir' (i)Jf '8 traw.dis 1r'illlllll :ltDD. 
ilibe ~~ Cl:!i::nect!Lon.. i!llD:e Jruj)re fireJ:y w~v~ -0). 004 -C.M>t!:lI:D. w:as :!P~ 
~ 'tftb.e $~e lGif ii::9n:e 1b:lld.-e 1!:fuaro. rblite (il) .. ~ temttfut '.b~ 'tI:lIll.1I& er~-
I:Illmltt {gii..~ Ia ~ fS\lWr.lf~.. ~ ~ eu @ff ~ ~ ~ {i;lr'~ 
Cll:tf ~ :ff:!ifu.elr ~ WlaIS ~~ fun ~ ~talt "(j)tf lne'SJi® c.a!'~ n.:Jl.<e.1!n itll:ue 
fS':Btimr~ ~UjP 'Wa$ ~ :lil:l!l -tI:ll!te llM>:ll...rdl. ~w 'P~e ib.e.illW:Ii~ ~ 'II:1IDe IlWH 
ccTIm:mml.. Mib:eir ·tblI:te  :trteslillU !hm.d aa~ :ffJrollD.~ ~ ~ \ti!!f' -ttlb:l:e 
rm:aiIffi 1tw "Illft/3JIlS rrstf -dharIDle:llis ~ :att 1tl1Re ~. tS ~ 1t;na~ ~:# 
i:tfue ThThafte 'was lall1ksll"'leij. "ttL", J).1lline ::!hlD. ~ !lM>Mi ga;tt; 1r~Jll ~ibwre if'@Jr' ~~ 
Jm:uzns .. 
A -'b:aThs;a fuu"b was 'bm-..t:lJljl $~ ~!nS:li.ze W an.t~iXW :ff@I sa. ~~ 
~ cr:ff WJJD.VEm :T.tllb.eir ~ IA ~ ~.T ~Jl.<€ W~ i!:l1mr~ ~ 
l:hllJ) /Will. ~ -1}W"'ugh "lUke 0JJ:tter $lJirlt'!&e.e JL:ow 1ti1Qe ~~:lli.e ~ JPllr'~ 
w.Dt:furli ffaur (erufu oj' the eJi;gb.tt 1b~ . Ulln:li$.lootilb> ,WlaiS 1fu..etlU ~ ri 1t1lD. 
\~ ::fiber glass .sat.u.na:tCe.d -wd.ttlh r-esin '8I.ll.iI. <PlWmed 'to ~ .rl~~ ~ 
ffil:IJ3!lll£ • 'lI1he eigbrt bJ:a~ W{e:Ite tfiit.t1taiji ~ 1WD:e lmkb wn.:t!J)u 1tlIue 1r~ if'1r<OlID 
dl:i:im:metlmi.:r!l,w OJl.Jl.0Si te ~ ~rrlbed tqg.eil~r. I.I!lle ov:hule; :Jf:!ro>IU ~ 
ctli:immetb:rfu::aIl1hy o.JlPo.si 1t:e ~ WS$ .d.tl~r~e.d 1Lm. the ~.r wi1t!J:;t ~ @jf 
aillIJ.. other -pairs . Irhe ce.nter orr the hub ·\WiS "bhelU f~ W:li:tblu. ~e§il.:ool ~ 
:.a :ffi:ifue:r--gil:a:as f!iller. Pd'tte:r the 'a0Il!P.1..et-e:cil r.o'tor had i]l}e~lll :a.~~ W 
lO.l.l.ne i'-.or a cons.id.erabJ.e 1lengtll oj' tim..e, tlile ro'b~ ;bla~ 'W~& t.1pjl.ed t.G> 
he ~ fui...amerter. 
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The weight of each of the blades with the protruding roving fiber 
glass was 0.16 pound. The weight of the hub before any of the blades 
were inserted was 0.66 pound. The total weight of the finished rotor 
was 2.81 pounds . 
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TABLE I 
COORDINATES FOR Tl THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION • 
HAVING 10-PERCENT MAXIMUM THICKNESS 
[stations and ordinates in percent chor~ 
y 
x 
Upper surface Lower surface 
0 0 0 
·500 ·555 -·555 
· 750 .671 -.671 
1.250 . 839 -. 839 
2·500 1.117 -1.117 
5·000 1. 530 -1. 530 
7·500 1.830 -1. 830 
10.000 2 . 080 -2.080 
15·000 2·500 -2·500 
20.000 2 . 880 -2 . 880 
25 · 000 3 · 230 -3·230 
30.000 3· 530 -3 · 530 
35·000 3 · 810 -3· 810 
40 . 000 4.050 -4.050 
45 · 000 4.280 -4.280 
50.000 4 . 510 -4.510 
55·000 4·730 -4·730 
60.000 4 . 940 -4·940 
65.000 5 · 000 -5·000 
70.000 4 . 870 -4. 810 
75·000 4.570 -4·570 
80 .000 4.120 -4.120 
85 ·000 3.470 -3.470 
90.000 2 · 710 -2·710 
95·000 1. 830 -1. 830 
100.000 0 0 
Leading-edge radius = 0.343 
Trailing-edge radius = 1.000 
• 
.. 
• 
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Figure 1.- Effect of air specific weight flow on rotor inlet tip Mach num-
ber for various rotor- hub inlet angles with an inlet hub - tip ratio of 
0 . 35 and no guide vanes . 
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TIP 
u 
~ I 
ROOT 
Veloci t y-Diagram Data 
rl r2 P2 MlR 0lR} 8 0 } D 6p 
Va2 02' M2 
rt r t Pl deg deg qlR Val deg 
0 . 350 0.450 1 . 250 0 · 70 26 . 7 34 . 7 0.41 0 .35 0 . 92 40 . 3 0. 74 
.585 .646 1. 275 .82 40.1 20 .3 .47 .49 . 92 33 .1 .66 
. 750 ·787 1 . 300 . 93 47. 2 14 . 2 . 44 .47 . 94 29 · 3 .65 
.883 · 902 1.325 1.02 51.8 11.9 .41 . 45 . 96 27 · 0 .65 
1.000 1. 000 1.350 1.10 55 . 2 11.1 . 39 .43 . 99 25 .6 .66 
Figure 2. - Vel oci t y- diagram design data . 
.. 
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(a) Comparison of T1 and 65 - series thicknes s di stributions . 
Figure 3.- Thickness - distribution det a ils . 
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(b ) Variat i on of l eadi ng- and trail i ng- edge radii with blade sect i on 
thickness for Tl t hickness distribut i on . 
Figure 3.- Concluded . 
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TIP 
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c 
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-
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c 
-
---B ---
Blade-Section Selection Data 
Streamline 
rl r2 13m, 8 0 , Cr t a., , !::A, ~ , rt rt (J C deg deg 0 deg deg deg 
AA 0 .350 0.450 27·7 35 .4 1.55 1.500 8 .0 21.0 2.4 6 .7 
BB . 585 .646 41.3 22 .3 1.14 1.063 6 .0 14.6 2.6 26 .7 
CC 
·750 .787 48.1 16.0 .89 · 900 5 ·0 11.5 2 .8 36 .6 
DD .883 · 902 52 .3 12·9 ·77 .809 4 . 3 9·9 3 .0 42.4 
EE 1.000 1 . 000 55·3 11.3 ·70 ·750 4 . 0 8.9 3 . 2 46 .4 
Figure 4 .- Blade - section selection data . (All angles are based on equiva-
lent velocity diagrams.) 
-- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Figure 5 .- Photograph of rotor. L-83844 
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(a) Rig layout. 
Figure 6.- Schematic diagram of compressor test installation. 
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(a) Four bell t hermocouple rake . 
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L-87 500 
(b) Prism-type survey probe . 
Figure 7.- Instrumentation. 
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(a ) Comparison of upstream and downstream weight flows . 
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(b ) Comparison of upstream and venturi weight flows . 
Figure 8 .- Comparison of measured weight flows . 
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Figure 9.- Rotor performance . 
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Figure 9 .- Concluded . 
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